Speech Transformation

I. Introduction
The aim of speech transformation is to transform the sound of source speaker as sound of target speaker. Speech signal has a wide range of information. Speech modification techniques attempts to transform the speech signal uttered by a given speaker so as to alter the characteristics of his or her speech. As the psychoacoustic correlates of speaker identity remain largely unknown, it is often necessary to specify the desire modification of speech characteristics with reference to the target speaker. So the modification of speech of one speaker so that it sounds as if it was uttered by another speaker is generally known as speech transformation.

Speech transformation aims at the control of non-linguistic information of speech signals such as speech quality and speech individuality. It refers to the various modifications one may apply to the sound produced by a person. speech transformation covers a wide area of research from speech production modeling and understanding to perception of speech, from natural language processing, modeling and control of speaking style to pattern recognition and statistical signal processing.

Speech transformation is performed in two steps. in training stage, acoustic parameters of speech signals uttered by both source and target speakers are computed and appropriate rules mapping the acoustic space the source speaker on to that target speaker are obtain. In the transformation stage, the acoustic features of the source signal are transformed using the mapping rules such that the synthesized speech processes the personalities of the target speaker.

II. Application
In this literature no. of application for speech transformation are given which are.

- The most important application of speech transformation is the use as a module in text to speech synthesis, where we want to change the standard speaker's speech characteristic so that we suppose to hear another speaker, target speaker.
- In embedded environment, speech transformation can serve to manipulate speech in such a way that the original speaker can not be recognized or the speaker's gender or age is changed. Due to computational limitations. Conversion algorithm of embedded system focus on manipulating only a few parameters as fundamental frequency and vocal tract length.
- Cross language speech transformation has been applied to dubbing task in the film industry. In the next future it is to be used inside a speech to speech translation framework, where a translated sentence is uttered with the source speaker.
- Speech transformation is also used in personalized human computer interface where generating a virtual copy of speech that are meaningful to the user e.g. a mother's speech in educational software.

Speech transformation is widely used in entertainment to generate special effect and also used in gaming to generate different speech.

III. Approaches
There is vast number of approaches proposed till now. In this paper only the most recognized once are taken into account.

- The inventors of speech conversion, Abe et al, clustered feature vectors of source and target speaker utterance and tried to find an appropriate mapping between this classes. This vector quantization approach has been extended by Arslan and is still used in state of the art speech transformation.
- The most popular technique is the application of the linear transformations to the spectra of pitch synchronous frames that are coded using mel frequency cepstral coefficients or line spectral frequencies.
- The paper by Zheng et al suggested a new data alignment method for text independent speech conversion considering both the phonetic accuracy and preservation of the internal topology of parameter space. To insure accuracy they use phonetic labels of the training data as supervisory information and phonetic restriction is considered for supervised alignment.
- The paper by David Sundermann suggested text-independent and cross language speech conversion in which parallel database are available for training purposes. Main problem in this conversion is that both the source and target speaker speaks different languages.
- Over the last few years, remarkable efforts were taken to describe the speech transformation applying formant and anti-formant parameters.
IV. Conclusion
Speech transformation covers a wide area of research from speech production modeling and understanding to perception of speech, from natural language processing, modeling and control of speaking style, to pattern recognition and statistical signal processing. To improve further the quality of speech transformation systems, more effort should be made to take into account the nonlinear phenomena during the speech production process and result from the natural language processing area. More accurate, flexible and meaningful for speech, model should be developed for modeling longer speech segments than current models do. However, it is evident that speech transformation requires more than just modeling the speech signal; it requires understanding the speech process in terms of production, perception and natural language processing.

V. Future Work
From last few years work on speech transformation becomes a difficult task because of its some limitation. In speech transformation we need to map the characteristics of both source and target speakers and the characteristics of source speaker can not be constant it may vary time to time. For example the frequency of our speech for same set of sentences may be different and amplitude of our speech may also be vary.

Many researchers report that speech converted speech has a muffling effect possibly because of the broadening of spectral peaks in the converted speech and lost of spectral details in the converted spectra. To cope with this effect, statistical approaches using the global variance of converted spectra in each utterance have been proposed and estimation of the lost spectral details.

Speech transformation is a very new field of research and many works have done in this field for many applications given above. In future speech transformation will be used in numerous and versatile applications after addressing the challenges given in above section.
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